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Building secure and usable systems means specifying systems for the people using it and
the tasks they carry out, rather than vice-versa. User-Centered design approaches encourage
an early focus on users and their contexts of use, but these need to be integrated with
approaches for engineering secure systems. This paper describes how personas can augment
a process for eliciting and specifying requirements for secure and usable systems. Our
results suggest that personas increase stakeholder empathy towards users represented by
personas, and the empirical data used to build personas can also be used to obtain a better
understanding of prospective attackers and their motivations.

1. INTRODUCTION

eliciting and specifying system requirements are
inevitably time-boxed and bound by an agreed
scope, if User-Centered design approaches
are to be useful then stakeholders need to
understand how they can contribute to obtaining
these requirements.
Requirements Engineering approaches assume
that a system is designed for users, but Cooper
argues that the term user is an elastic term
which can be stretched and misinterpreted based
on the perspective of whoever is using it [10].
Moreover, not only do we need to understand
the goals and perspectives of users, we also
need to understand the tasks they intend to
use the system for, and the contexts within
which they work. Personas have been proposed
as a technique for tackling these issues; these
represent archetypal users, and embody their
needs and goals [10, 11].
Unlike Requirements Engineering in general,
Requirements Engineering for secure systems is
also concerned with safeguarding assets within
the system, and ensuring the system being
specified appropriately mitigates identified risks.
Consequently, requirements analysis also needs
to contend with risk analysis activities, such
as asset identification, and the identification of
vulnerabilities, attackers, and threats. Accepted
wisdom suggests that security, like usability,
should be built into a system as early as
possible, but we lack approaches which help take
a synergistic approach to security and usability
during requirements analysis.
This paper describes how personas can
augment the process of eliciting and specifying
requirements for a secure and usable system.
By adopting this User-Centered design approach,

Over 35 years ago, Saltzer & Schroeder
[24] penned the principle of Psychological
Acceptability, stating that the human interface
should be designed such that users routinely
and automatically apply protection mechanisms
correctly. Since then, seminal work in HCISec
(Human Computer Interaction in Security) [2,
30] has reinforced this principle by illustrating
how unusable controls introduce vulnerabilities if
circumvented or used incorrectly. From a slightly
different perspective, Schneier argues that the
security of a system is only as good as its
weakest link, and the weak links are people
[25]. Elahi [13] argues that security is one design
directive among many others, and system qualities
such as security and usability need to be tradedoff against functionality and other qualities. We
believe, however, that simply considering people
as weak links and treating the early design of a
system as an exercise in trade-offs is injurious,
and risks introducing unwarranted bias into a
design. By thinking of security and usability
as antagonistic, we ignore the possibility that
creative thinking about people and their problems
can lead to a solution where achieving functional,
security, and usability goals can be synergistic.
Therefore, we need to harness the early stages
of design to specify systems around the people
that use them and the activities they carry out,
rather than vice-versa.
User-Centered approaches to design encourage
an early focus on users and collection of empirical
data about usage [17]. However, Cockton
argues that invention precedes innovation, and
User-Centered methods need to contend with
technologists “getting there first” [9]. Because
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not only are assumptions about prospective
users and requirements discharged at an early
stage, the resulting personas inform supplemental
techniques used to analyse threats, vulnerabilities,
and risks. In section 2 we describe related work
in personas and secure system design, before
describing the approach taken in section 3. In
section 4, we discuss a number of findings from
applying personas in the context of Requirements
Engineering for security.

with focus groups, to identify personas, identify
scenarios and goals, evaluating scenarios against
the primary personas perspective and his or
her goals, and eliciting requirements from these
scenarios. Aoyama’s methodology facilitates the
plug-in of goal models, but the approach is
problematic for several reasons. First, Aoyama
does not prescribe on how goal-modelling should
be integrated into his methodology. Aoyama
proposes specialising the concept of Goal with a
Goal of Use, yet Aoyama does not describe how
a goal is defined. In the KAOS Goal Oriented
Requirements Engineering (GORE) methodology
[19], a goal is a prescriptive statement of
intent that a system much satisfy, but in the i*
GORE methodology [31], a goal is defined as
the intentional desire of an actor. Because the
definition of Goal is ambiguous, by extension, so
is the definition of a Goal of Use. Second, Aoyama
indicates that requirements analysis is driven from
the viewpoint of the persona. However, Pruitt and
Adlin [22] argue that personas are best applied
when they supplement other analysis rather than
replace it. By driving the requirements analysis
process from the perspective of a persona,
rather than viewpoints more closely aligned to
the problem domain, important requirements may
be missed.
Although there appears to be no work purporting
to use personas in the context of Requirements
Engineering for secure systems, personas have
been used to support the development of
critical systems. This work prescribes persona
development using pre-existing data, as a
supplement to other design activities. For example,
Van Der Linden [28] proposes developing
personas at the same time as requirements are
elicited, using the source data to pair human
aspects such as age and technical familiarity
with values such as teen and somewhat technical
to develop customer archetypes, and deriving a
narrative structure based on these. Moundalexis
et al. [20] developed personas to profile different
categories of users. These personas supplement
rather than directly contribute to the development
of scenarios and requirement; they were derived
from existing artifacts, and validated with the
users represented by the personas.
As well as using personas to better understand
the contexts within which a user will interact with
the system, personas have also been used to
personify possible attackers. Negative personas
[11] or anti-personas [22] have been proposed as
a means for sketching people the system should
not be defined for. Van Der Linden [28] describes
how attacker personas can be developed from
threat modelling data by identifying aspects of an
attacker like motivation and identity, and pairing

2. RELATED WORK
Although we are unaware of existing work
using personas to supplement the Requirements
Engineering process for secure systems, previous
work has separately looked at using these to
support Requirements Engineering (RE), and the
process of developing secure software systems.
In the usability literature, personas are treated as
data-driven boundary objects; typically, personas
are developed by eliciting data using techniques
such as participant observation or interviews.
However, the related literature either centres
the design process around personas, or treats
personas as an assumption-driven boundary
object. In the case of the former, the success
of the design process hinges on the success of
developing the persona. In the case of the latter,
the success of the design process hinges on the
relevance of the data or assumptions used to
derive personas.
From an RE standpoint, Castro et al. [8] have
used personas and scenarios to supplement
Requirements Engineering activities. Advocates
of personas propose complementing them with
scenarios, which describe system behaviour
from a persona’s standpoint[11, 22]. Scenarios
describe expected persona behaviours, making
them an effective way of validating assumptions
underpinning both the persona and the context
in general. Participants are also encouraged to
think in terms of scenarios at an early stage;
this reduces the possibility of participants
treating personas as elastic users. Castro
and his colleagues also align concepts from
Cooper’s methodology for developing personas
[11] with those used for eliciting, analysing,
specifying, and validating requirements. Although
many of the techniques used for developing
personas appear to align with techniques for
eliciting and analysing requirements, Castro is
less prescriptive on how personas contribute to
other stages. Another contribution by the RE
community is Aoyama’s methodology, which
combines personas, scenarios, and goals [4].
The methodology involves developing personas
using conjoint analysis theory, supplemented
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these with values such as defamation and scriptkiddie. Similarly, Steele & Jia [27] have proposed
developing personalised descriptions of attackers
with descriptive attack scenarios; these scenarios
are similar to the Requirements Engineering
concept of Misuse Cases, which also describe
how a generic attacker might carry out a
threat [3]. Unfortunately, because these attacker
personas are largely derived from assumptions,
they are susceptible to the sort of problems
motivating the original need for personas.

surfacing assumptions about personas, tasks,
and environments that might otherwise have
remained undiscussed.
Figure 1: Activity Diagram of the IRIS design
process

3. APPROACH
3.1 Process Overview
We have devised the IRIS (Integrating
Requirements and Information Security) design
process for developing and applying personas
to support the elicitation and specification of
requirements for secure and usable systems.
This process is built upon the IRIS meta-model
[14], a conceptual model describing the interrelationships between concepts from Usability
Engineering, Requirements Engineering, and
Security.
As the UML activity diagram in figure 1 illustrates,
the process was applied in three phases. The
first phase involved a half-day workshop where
the scope of the system to be specified was
agreed. Based on the information collected in this
workshop, high-level system goals were elicited,
together with a rich-picture diagram bounding
the scope of the system, and the key roles the
system needs to be defined for. The second
phase involved observing and interviewing
indicative users; the data elicited was used
to identify candidate contexts of use, develop
personas, and carry out an initial requirements,
threat and vulnerability analysis. The third phase
was carried out in three one-day requirements
and risk analysis workshops, where the personas
were used to support requirements and risk
analysis.
The design process was supported by the CAIRIS
(Computer Aided Integration of Requirements
and Information Security) software tool [1, 16],
which is also based on the IRIS meta-model.
The tool was used to store information about
personas and their contexts of use, as well
as data captured during the requirements and
risk analysis workshops. This data was used
to visually model the impact of security design
decisions on personas and the tasks they carried
out. Moreover, because CAIRIS supports the
notion of an environment, information about how
personas carried out tasks in different contexts
of use could be elicited; this was useful for

Therefore, rather than personas being forgotten,
they were frequently used in conjunction with
other analysis. Based on the data provided,
CAIRIS can generate a Volere [23] requirements
specification document. After each workshop,
a specification document was generated by
CAIRIS and sent to all workshop participants for
comment.
We validated this process by using it to specify
a software repository for storing software used to
control instrumentation for a UK water company.
This software runs on many different devices
and locations across wide geographic areas. As
part of their responsibility for maintaining the
water network, instrument technicians often make
software modifications to telemetry outstations,
PLCs (Programmable Logic Controllers), and
SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition)
workstations. Without a central strategy for
controlling such software, water treatment integrity
may be compromised if software is lost, or
incorrect software is accidentally, or deliberately,
installed on critical instrumentation. However,
because maintaining the water network can be
physically and mentally demanding, any new
technology needs to be situated for the contexts
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within which these technicians work.
The following sections describe how the personas
were developed and applied in the project.

recommended by [11]. The first persona (Barry)
modelled an instrument technician who carries
out software modifications as part of his day-today work maintaining instrumentation in the water
network. The second persona (Alan) modelled a
commissioning engineer who works off-site but
is responsible for the initial installation of control
software to plant equipment. The complete
persona structure was entered into CAIRIS and,
as figure 3 indicates, a representative photo was
associated with each persona.
In addition to the personas, two contexts of use
were identified from this data. The most grounded
context of use encompassed work carried out as
part of planned, scheduled changes. The other
context of use encompassed unplanned work,
invariably performed out-of-hours. Based on these
contexts, a narrative describing each persona’s
thoughts and concerns in these contexts of
use was also created. Information about these
contexts of use was also entered into CAIRIS.

3.2 Persona Development
At the scoping workshop, it was agreed that
instrument technicians were the primary users
of the future system; the system needed to be
situated for the tasks this role carried out. Three
contextual interviews [18] were used to collect
empirical data about Instrument Technicians and
their work; these were supplemented with data
from two on-site qualitative interviews and two
telephone interviews with related stakeholders. An
audio recording of each interview and contextual
inquiry was taken and transcribed.
Using Grounded Theory [12] and the ATLAS.
ti CAQDAS (Computer Aided Qualitative Data
Analysis) tool [21], the transcripts were coded to
induce a model of salient grounded concepts and
their relationships. After reviewing this model and
discussing these salient concepts with colleagues,
the model was re-evaluated, and concepts were
re-coded and clustered around an emerging set
of themes. This emergent model is illustrated in
the figure 2; the numbers after each concept
relate to how many occurrences of this concept
exist within the corpus of empirical data. This
process was analogous to affinity diagramming
[6], although ATLAS.ti was used to manage
concepts and help identify underlying patterns,
rather than sticky notes.

3.3 Working with the personas
Participants in each workshop represented a
cross-section of software repository stakeholders,
including
instrument
technicians,
software
engineers, information security officers, and
system administrators. At the beginning of each
workshop, the personas were introduced in a
short presentation where the salient characteristics
were presented in a bullet point list; an example
of the characteristics presented for Alan is
provided in figure 4.
Although conscious of past work suggesting
that personas should not be named by their
developers because participants might not feel
ownership for them [7], we also did not want
participants to refer to personas as the user
while trying to decide names. Therefore, we
devised our own names for personas, making
sure these did not correspond to any participants
or known colleagues. After the personas were
introduced by name, participants also referred to
them by their pre-selected moniker. Occasionally,
however, it was necessary to clarify some
aspect of the persona’s behaviour and the data
underpinning them. In these cases, participants
would lapse into referring to the role rather than
the persona. When this occurred, rather than
breaking the chain of discussion, the facilitator
would instead make references to the name of
the persona. Other participants would mirror this
use of persona naming and start referring to the
persona by name again, rather than the role.

Figure 2: Affinity model of instrument technician
concepts

From the various concepts and their grounding,
it became apparent a single persona could not
be derived which treated the most grounded,
salient concepts. As a result, a narrative
structure for two different personas were elicited;
this structure was broken down by activities,
attitudes, aptitudes, motivations, and skills; these
sections were based on behavioural variable types

3.4 Eliciting requirements with personas
Requirements were elicited during the workshops
in a number of different ways. High-level system
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goals were progressively refined to requirements,
which were operationalised by tasks. Participants
specified several tasks, which described how
personas would tackle the job of maintaining
different classes of control software as part of
their day-to-day work. After specifying each task,
participants would categorise the usability of
this task by categorising the amount of time
it took a persona to complete the task, how
often a persona would carry out the task, how
demanding a persona found the task, and how
closely the task matched a persona’s own work
and personal goals. This categorisation process
is described in more detail by [15].
Even with the contextual support personas
provided, participants occasionally found it
difficult to determine how goals could be further
refined. Personas were used to kick-start analysis
using two simple techniques. The first technique
involved simply asking participants questions like
“what would Barry do?” This invariably stimulated
further discussions about the sort of functionality
which would need to exist to envisage possibilities
for the persona. The question was also used
when trying to gain a consensus. During one
workshop, participants had conflicting views
about how whether or not instrument technicians
would update SCADA interface software using
their laptop or a PC on-site at a plant. However,
when specifically asked what Barry would do in
the context of a software update in a planned
situation, it was agreed that Barry would use an
access PC at the plant, rather than a laptop he
would normally carry around.

Figure 4: Bullet points characteristics of Alan

Further discussion and subsequent analysis led to
a requirement being elicited stating the repository
shall allow the latest version of SCADA interface
software to be downloaded from an access PC.
Much of the resulting discussion was also useful
for recording the requirement’s rationale, together
with a fit criterion for testing the requirement.
The second technique involved taking a bottom-up
approach to eliciting requirements. This involved
participants describing the tasks carried out by
personas, after which glossed over assumptions
would be explored in more detail. Based on this
discussion, assumptions would be explicated and
modelled as goals or requirements needing to be
satisfied. For example, requirements elicited to
satisfy the goal of uploading the latest telemetry
software changes to the repository were not
readily apparent solely on the perspective of
the goal. Therefore, the workshop participants
walked through the task where Barry carries out
a schedule task to a telemetry outstation. The
task began when Barry arrived at the designed
site and set about locating the outstation to be
modified, and ended when he returned to his
home depot to complete the requisite paperwork.
After collectively authoring a narrative for the
task, the participants walked through the task
again to identify requirements which needed
to be satisfied. Hitherto unknown requirements
elicited for this task included explicitly displaying
recent changes to outstation devices; this allows
instrument technicians to be appraised of recent
work on instrumentation which might impact the
work about to be carried out.
As well as helping elicit new requirements,
personas were also helpful in validating
requirements elicited on the basis of risk
analysis. To explore the impact of security on the
system being specified, obstacles – conditions
representing undesired behaviour and prevent an
associated goal from being achieved – were
elicited from certain goals [29]. These were
progressively refined to identify the threats or
vulnerabilities which give rise to these conditions.

Figure 3: Persona details for Barry
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Based on these threats and vulnerabilities, risks
were identified and mitigation strategies for
treating these were identified. These strategies
were devised by treating risk responses as goals,
and progressively refining these to additional
requirements. Candidate countermeasures were
derived from these requirements and the impact
of introducing these countermeasures on the
work carried out by personas was modelled.
These requirements was validated by revising
tasks carried out by personas, and determining
the usability impact the design resulting from the
requirements might have.
An example of such a validation occurred when a
risk was identified where a malicious instrument
technician plants a logic bomb in PLC software
using shared repository credentials. It was
decided to mitigate this risk by eliciting goals and
requirements to detect the planting of malicious
code. One of these goals stipulated that PLC
software changes shall be peer-reviewed by a
different instrument technician within 7 days of a
software change. To ensure the reviewer would
not be the same technician making the change,
several requirements were elicited for a software
component which could collect job information
when a call is closed; this information included
the identify of the instrument technician making
the change. This component’s design also
facilitated the automatic generation of the change
documentation a technician would normally need
to complete. To understand the impact of these
requirements, the task describing how Barry
would update PLC software was modified to
reflect the changes to his work based on this
new software component.

The only contact IT staff had with instrument
technicians arose from responding to requests
for enhanced access privileges on laptops,
which would allow the successful running of
certain software applications. Similarly, because
instrument technicians were largely responsible
for supporting their own hardware and software,
collaboration with IT staff was rare. Maintaining
the
software
repository
would,
however,
become the responsibility of IT support teams,
so the personas played an important role in
understanding the characteristics of a role they
had not previously been exposed to.
When workshop participants the personas
characterised were present, this empathy
increased to the extent that the personas
became a focal point of discussion above and
beyond other analysis being carried out. When
discussing goals an instrument technician would
need to carry out in one workshop, the IT staff
empathised with the challenges that Barry faced
while working out-of-hours. While eliciting goals
and tasks, these participants would periodically
ask instrument technicians or participants
with an experience in instrumentation how IT
decisions related to the repository might affect
Barry. Consequently, rather than treating Barry
as a security antagonist, IT administrators were
keen on understanding how their experiences
of installing and testing software were similar
or dissimilar to their own. In another workshop,
the tasks carried out by Barry were used as a
boundary object by a managerial participant to
clarify subtle differences between the task and
how the instrument technicians present would
carry them out.
Because personas were designed as a
communication tool, such discourse is inevitable.
However, while validating information about
personas and their characteristics is important,
unfettered discussion risks distracting participants
from the ultimate aim of these particular
workshops: eliciting requirements for the system
being designed. As such, we believe personas
need to be carefully introduced and managed
when combining them with more focused
engineering design techniques.

4. DISCUSSION
As section 3.1 suggests, the approach was
validated as part of an Action Research intervention
[5]. Memos were kept during the collection of
empirical data and persona development, and
audio recording were taken of the requirements
and risk analysis workshops. The following
sections describe some of the findings drawn
from this data.

4.2 Personas and Assumption

4.1 Humanising design

Personas Assumption Personas are persona
sketches
developed
to
articulate
existing
assumptions about the user population [22].
As figure 1 indicates, each requirements and
risk analysis workshop began with a check that
participants were happy with the personas being
used. If discrepancies were found between the
personas and the participants understanding of
them, opportunities existed to modify the persona

Personas played an important role in humanising
design decisions to workshop participants who,
previously, had been unaware of the work carried
out by the users the personas represented.
Although the information security officers and IT
support teams had visibility of their organisation’s
IT infrastructure, the issues relating to systems
associated with the plant and water treatment
instrumentation were hitherto largely unknown.
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or created a new assumption persona to explicate
these assumptions in more detail.
At the beginning of the 3rd workshop, potential
issues were identified with the Alan persona.
Although participants believed that Alan was a
believable persona, they did not feel his activities
were accurate. According to his specification, Alan
not only handed over his design documentation
to instrument technicians on the commissioning of
instrumentation, he also provided informal support
in the event of any problems. However, instrument
technician participants in this workshop indicated
that, more often than not, although information
is handed over to a company representative or
a process operator at a plant, Alan might not
realise that Barry finds it difficult to obtain this
documentation. Moreover, although Alan might be
contracted to provide some support to Barry, this
would only be for a limited time period following
commission.
After
more discussion
about
who
would
nominally support Barry, an assumption persona
was specified to capture the characteristics of
somebody in this role. This persona captured
the characteristics of an engineer with specific
expertise on the control systems Barry maintains,
but is subcontracted to provide 3rd line support.
The persona’s name – Eric – was chosen by
the participants. The first letter of the name
corresponded to the real-life user the participants
used to derive behavioural characteristics from,
but the name was selected as one which would
be believable. However, because of the origins
of this assumption persona, participants tended to
refer to the source user rather than the persona
name.
Information about the assumption persona was
collected by participants during the workshop and
directly entered into CAIRIS. To ensure assumption
personas were not confused with their empirically
grounded counterparts, an Assumption Persona
option was selected when entering data into the
persona entry dialogue box. Setting this option
had the affect of adding the <<assumption>>
stereotype to the persona name in the visual
CAIRIS models where personas are displayed,
and the requirements specifications generated by
the tool.

used by colleagues to patch the SCADA or
PLC software. This observation led to further
discussion on possible vulnerabilities and threats
which might be exposed by this activity. As part
of the initial risk analysis, an attacker (Victor)
was profiled based on Vitek Boden who exploited
a similar vulnerability in Australia in 2001; this
subsequently lead to the discharge of millions
of litres of raw sewage into the local ecosystem
[26]. This attacker was introduced, discussed,
and used during the first requirements & risk
analysis workshops. This example suggests that
rather than deriving personas from secondary
data, the empirical data used to derive personas
should be analysed to identify data that might be
useful for risk analysis.
Personas were also useful for exploring how
threats might exploit them. One of the threats
identified involved an inside attacker undermining
Barry’s work to elevate his own standing
within the organisation. Initially, it was thought
the attacker might have been Victor, but after
further discussion about the threats this attacker
might launch, it was felt this should represent
a disgruntled insider, rather than a disgruntled
contractor. This lead to the specification of an
attacker (Bob) which reified the motivations
and capabilities of this insider. This example
reinforced the fact that attacks are rational from
the perspective of an inside attacker, and by
explicating the activities, aptitudes and motivations
of personas, participants could better understand
the motivations and characteristics of inside
attackers as well. The example also illustrates
that rather than changing information about an
attacker to ensure it fits the risk analysis data,
we should instead introduce a new attacker and
explore the impact this has on risk analysis.
5. CONCLUSION
Personas are useful for supporting the design of
systems which are situated for users and their
context of use. To date, however, approaches
for supplementing Requirements Engineering or
secure system design have either been overly
persona-centric, or overly reliant on assumptions
and non- empirical data.
This paper has made a number of contributions
towards both Requirements Engineering and
User-Centered Design. First, we have detailed
a process describing how personas can be
developed and applied in the context of
Requirements Engineering for secure systems,
without overly prejudicing the design process for
or against personas. Second, we have described
how personas humanise design decisions where
users represent previously marginalised user

4.3 Personas and attackers
Unlike traditional approaches to threat modelling,
attackers were not elicited purely by brainstorming
in workshops. Before the start of the first workshop,
attackers, vulnerabilities, and threats were elicited
based on concerns identified in the empirical
data. For example, during one of the contextual
interviews, an instrument technician mentioned
how a dial-in access PC was periodically
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communities. Third, we have described how
the persona development process can positively
contribute to threat and risk analysis activities;
this is a departure from existing work which
instead uses the secure systems design process
to devise attackers and personas.
Although this paper has shown that ad-hoc
assumption persona specification, supplemented
by tool-support, can be useful for exploring user
assumptions, we have not explored the impact of
developing more complete personas on the basis
of assumption personas with respect to task,
requirements, and risk analysis. Future work will
examine how assumption personas can form
the basis of more grounded personas, and how
these can be evolved in line with other analysis.
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